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 “ a time to reap and savor what we’Dr.I’ Frequently spurred on by a
50th birthday or the last child leaving home, it becomes important to
question who we have been in the larger scheme of issues, to wonder what
we really want from our lives. Acquiring Signifying, Facing Fears
invites us to explore the countless opportunities this time around of
life presents: opportunities to stretch in our capacities, to face and
conquer older demons, and to meet new problems with greater resources
than were open to us before.ve sown. why aren’Is that all
there's?”Autumn is a time of bright shades and whole harvest moons;Could
it be too late to change my entire life? “”Where do I go from right
here?” and, “ Our autumn years will be the ideal time to reexamine our
lives.ve got everything I thought I needed; Shapiro helps us discover
which alternatives will serve best inside our relationships, career,
actually spiritual quests, and will be offering answers to the
inevitable questions we face as we get older, such as for example: “t I
happy?”
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Finding Meaning, Facing Fears This book is an inspiring and helpful
book! It helped me as a person and as a future therapist. As a person in
the age group that Dr. Shapiro writes about, it helped me encounter my
fears, along with understand the stage of lifestyle that I was
encountering. This one does. I provide it my highest recommendation. Dr.
It addresses the difficulties, opportunities, and beauties of the autumn
years of existence in a way that everyone--absolutely everyone--can reap
the benefits of. A Wonderful Book Dr. Jerry Shapiro, Ph.D. has written
an excellent book approximately the Autumn Years, ages 45-65, that is
actually very relevant for anyone over 45. This is an exceptionally
relevant, thoughtful, helpful, . Additionally it is very
comprehensive--covering everything from different kinds of age group to
meaning to reduction torelationships to the type of time and energy to
pension to recreation to healthto spirituality to honoring our heroic
selves. Eventually, it isn't onlyaccessible, useful, eloquent, and wise,
additionally it is warm, reassuring, andinspiring. It is outstanding. As
another therapist, it helped me understand how to work with future
customers in this generation. Love this Book This book was one which was
assigned if you ask me in a class that I took regarding existential
psychotherapy. Five Stars Quick delivery at a reasonable price. Not only
has he gotten a whole lot out of the book, both virtually and in the
picture as a whole, but I (a 30 year old) have also. Based on 122 in-
depth interviews, over 50 internet interviews, 40 years of his medical
practice as a psychologist and that of his colleagues (he is Professor
and former Division Seat of Counseling Psychology at Santa Clara
University),and a rich understanding of the literature, Facing
Indicating Finding Fears isaccessible, useful, eloquent, and wise. The
perfect word because of this book is: Wise!. This is an extremely
relevant, thoughtful, helpful, and engaging book to provide to all your
baby boomer friends as they turn whatever age they are turning. Put
simply, this book is vital reading for all those hoping to become more
fully human being. I found it so compelling and well written that I
provided it to my dad as he is approaching retirement. Thank you.
Engaging and inspiring "Finding Meaning Facing Fears" is an insightful
and thought-provoking look at the myriad of problems facing the so-
called “Baby Boomers”. Wise and insightful. Shapiro generates a thorough
account of the issues and potentialities that accompany the start of the
latter-half of life. Lightly and eloquently, he manuals readers through
joys and sorrows, opportunities and tribulations, always taking care to
suggest, not inform.Although at its most specific a book about the
autumn of life, "Finding Meaning Facing Fears" is relevant and
profitable for just about any person going right through transition. A
lot more than that, this publication is useful for any person who
desires to nourish and invigorate their life. I have used it both
professionally as a psychologist and personally as one of those baby
boomers. In a relatable and frequently humorous method, Dr.. Shapiro's



ability to understand the essence of human being nature and to explain
difficult topics comes through in this publication. It's not every day
that reading a reserve makes you a better person. It also energized me
to look at my own life and it's meaning.
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